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In recent years, photocatalytic reactions have shown great potential in degrading organic pollutants

because of their simple operation and no secondary pollution. Graphitic carbon nitride (g-C3N4) is one

of the most frequently used photocatalyst materials in the field of photocatalysis because it is a form of

photocatalytic material with facile synthesis, no metal, visible light response, and strong stability.

Enzyme-catalyzed degradation has received extensive attention due to its broad selectivity, high

efficiency, and environmental friendliness. Horseradish peroxidase (HRP), one of several oxidoreductases

utilized for pollutant degradation, has a wide range of applications due to its mild reaction conditions

and high stability. Exploring efficient platforms for immobilizing g-C3N4 and HRP to develop photo-

enzyme-coupled catalysis is an attractive practical topic. The coupling effect of g-C3N4 and HRP

improves the carrier separation efficiency and generates more active species, which finally realize the

solar-driven non-selective destruction of organic pollutants. We describe the alteration of g-C3N4 and

the immobilization of HRP in detail in this study, and we outline recent developments in the photo-

enzyme coupling of g-C3N4 and HRP.
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1. Introduction

With the continuous progress of industrial and social devel-
opment, the problem of water pollution has become increas-
ingly prominent.1 Coking wastewater, dye wastewater,
pharmaceutical wastewater, pesticide wastewater and other
industrial wastewater contain a large number of organic
pollutants. Organic contaminants are not easily degraded by
metabolic processes and perform poorly in biodegradation.2,3 In
addition, several of these chemicals are carcinogenic, terato-
genic, and mutagenic, which may be hazardous to the envi-
ronment and human health.4 Given that, comprehensive and
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novel research on organic pollutant degradation technology is
critical to resolving such wastewater pollution issues.

Photocatalytic oxidation, ozone oxidation, and Fenton
oxidation have all become research hotspots in treating residual
chemicals because they can completely degrade organic
contaminants into inorganic compounds like CO2 and H2O. It is
especially noticeable in the photocatalytic oxidation approach
due to its simplicity, lack of secondary pollution generation,
and excellent development potential. Photo catalysts can effec-
tively mineralize organic pollutants into small molecules, such
as H2O, CO2, N2, etc. under photoreaction conditions,5 and
fundamentally eliminate secondary pollution.6 Pham et al.
prepared a cobalt-doped graphitic carbon nitride (Co/GCN) to
enhance the photo-degradation of paracetamol (PC).7 Through
LC-MS analysis of the identication of intermediates, the
reactive species including $O2

−, $OH and h+ can react with PC
and decompose it into intermediates which are further oxidized
to CO2 and H2O. As a result, photocatalytic technology has
become one of the most effective means to solve the current
environmental deterioration.8 Among many photo catalyst
materials, graphitic carbon nitride (g-C3N4) is one of the most
promising photocatalytic materials, which is easy to be
synthesized, contain no metals, has a good visible light
response and good stability. Peroxidase enzymes promote the
degradation of toxic environmental pollutants by reducing
activation energy. Huang et al. introduced 2,2′-azide bis (3-
ethylbenzothiazoline-6-sulfonate) (ABTS) into the Horseradish
peroxidase/H2O2 system to enhance the degradation of diclo-
fenac at neutral pH.9 Horseradish peroxidase (HRP) has many
advantages in the biodegradation process: highly specic, rapid
process, more exible operating conditions, efficient degrada-
tion even under harmful environmental conditions, no nutrient
supply and reduced by-product formation.10 Due to the excellent
water solubility, poor stability, and environmental sensitivity,
free enzymes are difficult to reuse in practical applications.11

The most effective method for enzyme reuse is immobilization
to maximize the utilization of the enzyme.12 Petronijevic et al.
covalently immobilized HRP on Biochar (BC) supports phenol
degradation. Aer 4 washes, the immobilized HRP retained
more than 79% activity.13
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The research results published so far show that the rational
combination of photo catalysts and enzymes can be used to
construct photo-enzyme-coupled catalytic systems, which can
effectively improve the stability and reusability of the enzyme,
increase the rate of photocatalytic reactions, and achieve
complete degradation of pollutants.14,15 In this review, we
systematically analysed this complex catalytic system, clearly
showing the photo enzyme coupled catalytic system. We
summarize the modication of carbon nitride in photo catalysts
and the immobilization of HRP in peroxidase. Then combined
with the advantages of photo catalysis and enzyme catalysis, the
photo-enzyme-coupled catalytic system formed by carbon
nitride and HRP was systematically introduced.
2. Modification of g-C3N4

Fujishima et al. rst proposed in 1972 that N-type semi-
conductor TiO2 could realize photocatalytic water splitting,16

and Carey et al. reported in 1976 that TiO2 could realize pho-
tocatalytic oxidative dechlorination of PCBs.17 Photocatalytic
technologies have since been used to tackle environmental
pollution successfully. Fig. 1 depicts the working principle of
semiconductor photo catalyst degradation. In 2009, Wang et al.
rst reported that graphite phase carbon nitride (g-C3N4) can be
used as a stable photocatalyst to decompose water to produce
hydrogen.18 Since then, g-C3N4 has received more and more
attention from scholars at home and abroad. Fig. 2 shows the
Fig. 1 The working principle of photocatalyst degradation.
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Fig. 2 Basic structure of g-C3N4 (A) triazine ring (B) 3-s-triazine ring.

Fig. 3 Schematic representation of typical type II (a) and Z hetero-
structures (b), charge-transfer processes in an S-scheme hetero-
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basic components of g-C3N4 unit. As a non-metallic polymer
semiconductor, g-C3N4 has a band gap of 2.7 eV, strong visible
light absorption, and is cheap and easy to obtain.19 It is widely
used in environmental and energy elds such as wastewater
treatment, CO2 reduction, and hydrogen production by
photolysis of water.20,21 However, the main defects of g-C3N4 are
low specic surface area, low visible light absorption and high
photogenerated electron hole recombination rate, which inhibit
its photocatalytic activity to some extent.22,23 The researchers
focused on modifying g-C3N4 in different ways to enhance its
photocatalytic performance.

The properties of g-C3N4-based photocatalysts are affected by
their microstructure. Structural engineering such as controlling
shape and size is an important way to improve the photo-
catalytic ability of g-C3N4. Various methods can enlarge the
specic surface area. In a simple two-step calcination proce-
dure, Liang et al. created carbon vacancy-modied g-C3N4 (VC-
C3N4) catalysts and used them for the rst time to degrade
bisphenol A (BPA) using photocatalysis.24 Compared with pure
g-C3N4, VC-C3N4 had signicantly improved photocatalytic
degradation activity for BPA, and its kinetic constant for BPA
degradation was 1.65 times higher. The enhanced photo-
catalytic performance is mainly attributed to the carbon
vacancies in VC-C3N4. Different g-C3N4 preparation procedures
$frequently accompany defects, but it is still challenging to
control the location of defects precisely. From the structural
characteristics of the prepared g-C3N4, the post-treatment
strategy has apparent advantages.25

Modications in electron transport and the active site result
from morphological changes. The unique morphology can
boost the carrier's specic surface area and transfer rate.26 The
morphology and structure of g-C3N4 can be changed by
adjusting different reaction conditions, such as: sheet,27–29

porous,30 nanorods,31,32 nanotube,33 etc., thereby, the specic
surface area, the number of active sites, and the mobility of
photogenerated carriers are improved. Luo et al. successfully
created a three-dimensional network structure photocatalyst
(3D g-C3N4 NR) made of g-C3N4 nanorods.34 The catalyst
exhibited faster carrier transfer kinetics and higher specic
surface area. Therefore, the phenol degradation efficiency of 3D
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
g-C3N4 NRs is signicantly improved. Using melamine sponge
(MS) and urea, Tang et al. successfully synthesized oating
porous g-C3N4 (FPCN) by a facile one-pot method, and the
highest degradation efficiency of FPCN for tetracycline (TC)
reached 70% without any stirring, which is 1.9 times the
degradation efficiency of pure g-C3N4.35 Its 3D interconnected
network and improved light absorption are credited with its
good photocatalytic activity. The increase of the specic surface
area and the decrease of the photoinduced electron–hole pair
recombination rate are the main reasons for improving the
photocatalytic activity.

When g-C3N4 is coupled with other semiconductor materials
with different properties, the heterojunction interface generates
an internal electric eld to induce the band bending,36,37 so the
formed close contact interface can signicantly improve the
transfer and separation of free charges and make up for the
shortcomings of low visible light absorption. Generally, based
on the charge transfer mechanism, Z-scheme and type II het-
erojunctions can truly separate photogenerated electrons and
holes from space.38–40 As shown in Fig. 3(a) and (b), the type II, Z
and S type heterostructures show different charge transfer
paths.41–43 Therefore, one of the methods to enhance the cata-
lytic efficiency of g-C3N4 is to composite it with other materials
with matching energy band structures to construct hetero-
structures. Yang et al. synthesized 3D layered g-C3N4/BiOBr
(pgB) heterojunction by precipitation and electrostatic self-
assembly.44 The enhanced photocatalytic performance is
attributed to the efficient separation of electron–hole pairs due
to the close contact between pgB. Compared with type II het-
erojunction, Z-type heterojunction can achieve space charge
separation and maintain the strong oxidation/reduction ability
of a single component,40,41 and thus has received more attention
and research. Cui et al. successfully prepared silver vanadate
quantum dot (AgVO3 QD) doped reduced graphene oxide (RGO)
and g-C3N4 nanocomposite modied polyvinylidene uoride
(PVDF) thin lm (AgVO3/RGO/CN-PVDF) to improve the photo-
catalytic activity.45 Its unique 0D/2D/2D Z-scheme
junction before contact (c), after contact (d), and light irradiation (e).

RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 937–947 | 939



Fig. 4 The illustration of reactions catalysed between (a) free enzymes
and (b) immobilized enzyme.

Fig. 5 Techniques for enzyme immobilization.
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heterostructure and the pores of the PVDF framework syner-
gistically improve the separation and transport of photo-
generated carriers and promote the catalyst's ability to degrade
pollutants. Yu et al. introduced a step-scheme (S-scheme) het-
erojunction consisting of a reduction photocatalyst (RP) and an
oxidation photocatalyst (OP) with a staggered band structure.42

It can be observed in Fig. 3(e) that the charge transfer path in
the S-schememode is similar to a “step” in the macro sense and
the letter N in the micro sense, which is the origin of its name.
Xia et al. constructed a 0D/2D S scheme heterojunction material
containing CeO2 quantum dots and polymerized carbon nitride
(CeO2/PCN).46 The photocatalytic removal rate of the material
against Staphylococcus aureus was 88.1%, 2.7 times and 8.2
times of that of pure CeO2 (32.2%) and PCN (10.7%),
respectively.

Various modication techniques enhanced the catalytic
performance of g-C3N4 in various ways. Among them, the main
objective of morphology control is to increase the specic
surface area and reduce the thickness; doping can change the
band gap width; the construction of heterojunction is to
promote carrier migration and expand the absorption range of
visible light. At present, there are many ways to modify carbon
nitride, but few ways to combine it with peroxidase, so we can
further try to combine it with peroxidase to provide more
choices.

3. Immobilization of HRP

Horseradish peroxidase (HRP) was originally discovered from
the roots of the horseradish plant, hence the name horseradish
peroxidase. HRP is a secreted plant peroxidase, which is in high
demand in themarket, with high stability and water solubility.47

Currently, HRP can catalyze refractory organic pollutants only
in the presence of H2O2,48,49 and the degraded organic pollut-
ants include anilines, hydroxyquinolines, carcinogenic
aromatic amines, etc.9,48–52 One challenge in applying HRP to the
industry is avoiding the direct use of free enzymes.53–55 Due to
the disadvantages of free enzymes, such as poor operational
stability, poor storage stability, environmental sensitivity, easy
inactivation of enzyme molecules, and difficulty in recycling, it
is difficult to reuse them in practical applications.50 Therefore,
nding an appropriate way to overcome this situation remains
a hot issue. Immobilization of HRP is currently the most
effective way to solve this problem. Enzyme immobilization
technology is a biological technology that connes the natural
free enzyme in a certain space or is wholly attached to a solid
structure and cannot move freely.53 It is a commonly used,
effective and convenient biological enzyme modication
method. The enzyme's catalytic activity and operational stability
have both been considerably boosted. Fig. 4 visually shows the
advantages of immobilized enzymes in catalytic reactions
compared to free enzymes.

A type of technology known as enzyme immobilization binds
or limits the enzyme in a specic area with a carrier material to
preserve its catalytic activity, enhance its stability, and achieve
reusability. Technology for enzyme immobilization has
advanced signicantly in recent years. As shown in Fig. 5, the
940 | RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 937–947
methods of immobilizing enzymes can be divided into two
categories: physical methods and chemical methods.

Physical adsorption method uses various sorbents such as
activated carbon, alumina and ion exchange resin to adsorb
enzymes to the surface, so that the enzymes are connected with
hydrogen bonds, ionic bonds and van der Waals forces on the
substrate surface to immobilize free enzymes.56,57 Pang et al.
immobilized laccase on a synthetic bimodal micro–mesoporous
Zr metal–organic framework (Zr-MOF, MMU) by physical
adsorption.58 Compared with free laccase, the immobilized
system has larger adsorption capacity, wider pH and tempera-
ture distribution, better stability and reproducibility. Physical
adsorption is the most traditional immobilization method,
which has the advantages of mild conditions, simple operation,
and less loss of enzyme activity.59,60 However, because the
adsorption process is reversible, the binding force to the carrier
is weak, which will cause the enzyme to fall off easily during use.

Embedding immobilized enzyme has the characteristics of
simple operation, low price, mild reaction conditions and slight
loss of enzyme activity. Embedding methods usually require the
embedding material and enzyme to be shaped during the
immobilization process. Furthermore, during the embedding
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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process, enzymes are oen kept away from harsher environ-
ments. Under the protection of the embedded layer, the stability
of the enzyme is improved. Aldhahri et al. reported the immo-
bilization of HRP on copper oxide nanosheet (CuONS) via pol-
ymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) encapsulation.61 The HRP
activity recovered with 1% CuONS-PMMA was 72.8%. Over 50%
of the enzyme activity was retained aer repeated use for ten
cycles. However, because the reaction substrate needs to enter
the embedding layer to react with the enzyme, mass transfer
resistance is an inherent problem of the embedding method, so
the substrate affinity is oen worse than that of the free
enzyme.62

The cross-linking method uses a cross-linking agent to
connect the enzyme molecule with the amino group, carboxyl
group, epoxy group, etc. on the surface of the carrier by chemical
reaction, to realize the immobilization of the enzyme. Mean-
while, the cross-linking method is usually combined with the
adsorption method to x the network structure obtained by
cross-linking. Direct cross-linking of cross-linking agent and
enzyme refers to the preparation of cross-linked aggregates or
enzyme crystals with bifunctional reagents to prepare carrier-
free large particles to obtain immobilized enzymes.13 Bilal
et al. used NHS as a cross-linking agent to immobilize HRP in
a robust agarose-chitosan hydrogel (AHC-HRP).63 ACH-HRP
maintained better activity in acidic environments, good
stability in alkaline conditions, and maintained 3.9 times more
activity than its free counterpart at pH 10. At 70 °C, the catalytic
capacity of the immobilized HRP was increased by a factor of 4.
The use of carriers inevitably leads to activity dilution and
introducing a large number of non-catalytic ballast leads to low
space-time yield and productivity. Moreover, this problem
cannot be alleviated by using a higher enzyme load, because
when some enzyme molecules are too enriched on the surface
of the carrier to form multilayer stacks or are located in deep
positions in the carrier pores, the substrate will be difficult to
approach the active center of the enzyme, resulting in the
reduction of activity.

The covalent bonding method uses functional groups on the
surface of the carrier, such as porous glass, agarose and porous
silica, to chemically react with the amino and carboxyl groups in
the enzyme molecule to form a covalent bond, thereby immo-
bilizing the enzyme. Due to the strong valence bond formed, the
reduction of enzyme activity during use is much less than that
of other methods, and it is a commonly used immobilization
method at present. Xue et al. co-immobilized HRP and syrin-
galdehyde (SY) on glycidyl methacrylate and dopamine-graed
calcium alginate composite microspheres (PDGC).50 The
degradation rate of indole by HRP/PDGC-SY reaches 100%,
which is 19.6 times that of free HRP. The degradation rate
remained at 91.8% aer repeated use for four cycles. However,
the covalent binding of enzyme and carrier also has some
defects. The enzyme and carrier will generally become unusable
if the enzyme is irreversibly inactivated in the reaction. Stable
covalent bonds sometimes make the enzyme in an unfavorable
conformation, but reduce its activity.

In conclusion, compared with traditional methods, immo-
bile HRP treatment technology is a reliable and promising tool
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
for effective treatment of wastewater. Compared with free HRP,
immobilized HRP signicantly improved the catalytic effi-
ciency, excellent storage and operational stability, and allowed
the recovery and reuse of enzymes. Recent studies have shown
that adding photocatalyst to immobilized enzymes can have
a great impact on enzyme wastewater treatment technology.
Photocatalysts are promising enzyme immobilization supports
for practical applications due to their unique structures and
properties. Therefore, immobilizing peroxidase on photo-
catalysts is expected to be a future development prospect.
4. Photo-enzyme-coupled catalytic
system

Photocatalysis and enzymatic treatment are two common
organic pollutant wastewater treatment methods, but both are
limited in some aspects. The reason for the high treatment cost
is that it is more impractical to only use photocatalytic tech-
nology to treat wastewater with large volume and high pollutant
concentration; in practical application of enzyme treatment
method, it is necessary to consider the loss of enzyme and the
impact of environmental changes on enzyme activity. In addi-
tion, it is necessary to consider adding intermediate mediators
and H2O2 when using HRP to treat wastewater, and the inter-
mediate mediators have problems such as high cost and envi-
ronmental toxicity. Therefore, in view of their respective
advantages and disadvantages, the research on applying the two
treatment methods to the treatment of wastewater aer
a reasonable combination has attracted the attention of
scholars at home and abroad. By combining the characteristics
of photocatalysis and enzyme treatment, the shortcomings of
one of the two methods were made up, such as the low utili-
zation of light energy in photocatalytic oxidation and the need
of intermediate mediators in enzymes' reactions.

Photo-enzyme-coupled catalysis integrates high selectivity of
enzyme catalysis and unique reactivity of photocatalysis to solar
chemical conversion. The history of development of photo-
enzyme-coupled catalysis is shown in Fig. 6. The combination
of enzyme catalysis and natural photosynthesis represents the
emergence of photo-enzyme-coupled catalysis. By the early
1960s, partially puried hydrogenase was used with spinach
chloroplasts for solar driven H2 evolution.64 With the develop-
ment of semiconductor photocatalysis, hydrogenase was
combined with semiconductor in 1980s.65 Compared with the
photosynthesis of chloroplasts, photocatalysis can obtain solar
energy more effectively, ensuring that the photo-enzyme-
coupled catalysis can achieve efficient solar driven chemical
conversion. In the early 2010's, more enzymes were discovered
and the in-depth understanding of enzyme structure led to
a more comprehensive development of the coupling system of
photo enzyme catalysis.66 The photo-enzyme-coupled catalysis
has been successfully used in CO2 reduction, N2 xation, H2

production and the synthesis of value-added chemicals.67–70

Compared with traditional enzyme catalysis, the hybrid system
combines the remarkable catalytic function of enzyme with the
advantages of photocatalysis, and has enhanced catalytic
RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 937–947 | 941



Fig. 6 Development of photo-enzyme-coupled catalysts.
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efficiency, energy conversion efficiency and sustainable
development.71

In recent years, researchers have proposed the concept of
photo-enzyme-coupled catalysis, which mimics the principle of
photosynthesis. The photo-enzyme-coupled catalysis system
Fig. 7 Schematic diagram of different modes of photo-enzyme-
coupled catalytic system.

942 | RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 937–947
consists of an independently regulated enzyme catalytic system
and a photocatalyst. As shown in Fig. 7, the photocatalyst
receives light and absorbs light energy, resulting in charge
separation and the generation of electron hole pairs. The
excited electrons are transferred to the enzyme active center to
provide electrons and energy for the enzyme catalytic degrada-
tion of pollutants.72 The photo-enzyme-coupled catalytic system
represents a new development direction in the eld of bio-
catalytics. It has the following remarkable characteristics: (1)
mild degradation conditions of pollutants, low energy
consumption, and less nal products, which meet the require-
ments of green chemistry and sustainable development. (2) The
construction process is simple and controllable, and can be
used for different enzymatic reactions to achieve efficient
degradation of different organic pollutants (3) coordination and
optimization of photocatalysis and enzyme catalysis process,
photocatalysis for enzyme catalysis to provide electrons and
energy, can achieve complete degradation of organic pollutants.

Daâssi et al. investigated the catalytic conversion of BPA by
different laccases, and the analysis by gas chromatography-
mass spectrometry (GC-MS) showed that carboxylic acid deriv-
atives such as tartaric acid were found to be BPA degradation
products.73 Zhang et al. prepared photo-enzyme heterojunction
MCN/HRP-PEH to degrade BPA, and analysed the possible
intermediates and nal products by GC-MS. The intermediates
were maleic acid and butanol, and the nal products were small
molecules such as CO2 and H2O.14 Dong et al. prepared Bi2WO6/
HRP photo-enzyme catalyst to catalysed the degradation of
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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BPA.74 Aer 90 min detection by GC-MS, it was found that all the
intermediates were completely degraded and mineralized, and
nally degraded into CO2 and H2O. The photo-enzyme-coupled
catalysis will completely degrade and mineralize the pollutants
to avoid the secondary environmental pollution caused by the
new products catalysed by the enzyme.

The oxidoreductase is coupled with a semiconductor pho-
tocatalyst to construct a photo-enzyme-coupled catalytic system,
which provided a new method for degrading organic pollut-
ants.75,76 It can not only improve the light absorption capacity of
photocatalysts and the separation efficiency of photogenerated
carriers, but also enhance the tolerance of biological enzymes to
the environment, thus greatly improving the degradation rate
and efficiency of photocatalysts.77 As shown in Fig. 8, in the
photo-enzyme-coupled catalytic system, the photocatalyst
captures solar energy to generate holes and photo-generated
electrons, and the oxidoreductase receives the photo-
generated electrons to complete the highly selective conver-
sion of substrate, and nally achieve efficient degradation of
pollutants. Among them, the electron transfer process between
photocatalyst and oxidoreductase is the key.15 For an efficient
photo-enzyme-coupled catalytic system, the photogenerated
Fig. 8 Photo-enzyme-coupled catalysts systems.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
electrons should have sufficient energy to activate the active
centre of the oxidoreductase, and there should be an efficient
and suitable electron transfer path between photocatalysts and
oxidoreductases to achieve rapid and directional electron
transfer.74,78

Li et al. reported for the rst time the immobilization of
Candida lipase on carbon nitride nanosheets (C3N4-NS),76 and
the resulting immobilized lipase (C3N4-NS@CRL) demonstrated
strong enzyme loading, pH exibility, thermal stability, and
recyclability. This work shows that C3N4 can be used as a novel
platform for the xation of chemical and biocatalysts and the
construction of biohybrid catalysts for cascades. Ji et al. con-
structed a composite catalyst system by immobilizing HRP in
the nanostructure of TiO2 hollow nanobers.79 This catalyst
system effectively avoids UV-induced enzyme inactivation
compared with free HRP or TiO2/UV, signicantly improves the
removal efficiency of TiO2-HRP for 2, 4-DCP, especially at high
concentrations, which can degrade 90%. This work shows that
HRP can be immobilized with photocatalysts for more efficient
biocatalysis. Therefore, g-C3N4 and HRP can be combined into
a photo-enzyme-coupled catalytic system, which integrates the
selectivity of HRP catalysis and the unique reactivity of g-C3N4 to
RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 937–947 | 943



Table 1 Effect of different photo-enzyme-coupled catalysts on pollutant degradation

Photocatalyst Enzyme Cross linking Pollutants Time Degradation Ref.

TiO2 CPO/HRP Glutaraldehyde Aniline blue, crystal violet 2 min 97.58%, 98.89% 82
TiO2 HRP Emulsion electrospinning 2,4-DCP 180

min
90.00% 79

TiO2 Laccase Bacterial cellulose Reactive red X-3B dye 120
min

75.00% 75

g-C3N4 HRP Nickel acetate solution BPA, phenol, p-nitrophenol, 2-
naphthol

60 min 97.90%, 99.99%, >80.00%,
>85.00%

80

C3N4-NS Candida rugosa
lipase

Glutaraldehyde p-Nitrophenol — — 76

MCN HRP Zn(OAc)2 BPA 50 min 85.70% 14
TiO2 Laccase Adsorbent 2,4-DCP 210

min
59.10% 78

g-C3N4 HRP Electrostatic assembly MO 90 min >90.00%% 83
Bi2WO6 HRP Electrostatic self-assembly

process
BPA 90 min 84.50% 74

TiO2 Laccase Cu 2,4-DCP 720
min

95.00% 15

g-C3N4 HRP Cu3(PO4)2 BPA 60 min 72.98% 81

RSC Advances Review
degradation pollutants, and makes up for the shortcomings of
low light energy utilization of g-C3N4 and the need for inter-
mediates in HRP reaction.

Li et al. have developed a novel nano biotic articial catalytic
system for g-C3N4/HRP. The degradation rate of BPA by g-C3N4/
HRP reached 97.9% within 60 min, which was 13.2 times and
3.8 times that of single HRP (7.4%) and g-C3N4 (25.9%),
respectively.80 Photo catalysis and enzymatic degradation of
pollutants are carried out simultaneously to achieve the effect of
mutual promotion. Since light can negatively affect enzyme
activity, biological enzymes in this situation are easily inacti-
vated by environmental inuences, so it is necessary to protect
the enzyme, such as using embedding method to x the enzyme
and prevent the enzyme from being directly oxidized. Zhang
et al. prepared a photo-enzyme heterojunction MCN/HRP-PEH
by immobilizing HRP on mesoporous g-C3N4 (MCN).14 The
catalyst improves the carrier separation efficiency and visible
light absorption ability of g-C3N4, and the highest degradation
rate of BPA reaches 85.7%, which is 35.7 times and 1.8 times
that of free HRP and MCN, respectively.

In order to exhibits excellent enzymatic ability of immobi-
lized enzymes and be more tolerant to extreme acid, alkali and
high temperature, Wu et al. rstly synthesized HRP and g-C3N4

inorganic into nanoleaves to construct a photo-enzyme cascade
catalytic system, namely HRP-CN/Cu3(PO4)2 nanoleaves.81 The
encapsulation efficiency of HRP in the catalyst was up to 36.2%,
and the degradation efficiency of BPA reached 73.0%. The
participation of g-C3N4 not only increased the loading of HRP,
but also enhanced the enzymatic activity of immobilized HRP
compared with conventional enzyme-inorganic hybrid
nanoower.

By comparing Table 1, it can be clearly seen that the degra-
dation efficiency of 2,4-DCP by TiO2/HRP catalyst (90.00%) is
much higher than that of TiO2/laccase (59.10%). The degrada-
tion efficiency of BPA by MCN/HRP catalyst (85.7%) aer 50 min
was much higher than that by Bi2WO6/HRP catalyst (84.6%)
aer 90 min. Compared with other inorganic semiconductor
944 | RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 937–947
materials, g-C3N4 has a unique two-dimensional structure
similar to graphene. It does not contain expensive precious
metals and rare elements. The chemical structure can be
controlled simply through doping, and the band structure can
be accurately adjusted, greatly improving the utilization rate of
light energy and quantum efficiency. The photo-enzyme-
coupled catalytic degradation of pollutants also showed better
results. The coupling of g-C3N4 and HRP realized the synergistic
effect of the two catalysts, which greatly improved the efficiency
of carrier separation to continuously produce more $OH active
species, thereby realizing efficient non-selective degradation of
various pops.
5. Conclusions

In this review, we mainly reviewed the modication methods of
g-C3N4 and the immobilization technology of HRP, constructed
a g-C3N4-HRP-coupled catalytic system, and summarized its
latest research progress. The catalytic process of HRPmust have
H2O2, but in the photo-enzyme cascade consisting of HRP and
g-C3N4 does not require additional H2O2 and does not produce
harmful intermediates, which can make full use of solar energy.
In the synergistic system of HRP and g-C3N4, the participation
of g-C3N4 increased the loading of HRP and enhanced the
enzymatic activity of immobilized HRP, the participation of
HRP increased the reaction rate and accelerated the electron
transport of g-C3N4. This system provides a new possibility for
the photo-enzyme-coupled catalytic system, which is expected
to be widely used in the elds of biosynthesis, medical treat-
ment and environmental protection. Overall, the photo-enzyme-
coupled catalytic system based on g-C3N4 can be used success-
fully for efficient photo-enzyme catalysis and pollutant degra-
dation using solar energy for sustainable development.
Although the photocatalytic performance of g-C3N4 and the
enzymatic performance of HRP aer photo-enzyme-coupled are
greatly increased, the efficiency remains lower than envisaged,
limiting their large-scale use and commercialization.
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Therefore, the following efforts should be made to meet this
challenge:

(i) When g-C3N4 reacts with HRP, although the surrounding
active site can promote conduction and accelerate the reaction
process, it will inactivate the enzyme. So far, the mechanism of
inactivation of photogenic holes and reactive oxygen species to
enzymes has been preliminarily established, and several
protective methods have been demonstrated. Therefore, it is
necessary to further elucidate the inactivation mechanism of
the enzyme to obtain more effective protection strategies and
improve the stability of the enzyme.

(ii) Inspired by the structure and function of enzymes, the
design of efficient and stable catalysts may be an important
direction. Reduced graphene oxide (RGO) was found to effi-
ciently consume $O2

−, thereby improving HRP stability in H2O2

reactions. Therefore, the photo-enzyme-coupled catalytic
system based on g-C3N4 can select materials with high surface
area and biocompatibility to construct new electron transfer
channels.

(iii) Although the visible photo absorption ranges of the
photo-enzyme-coupled catalytic system based on g-C3N4

extends to longer wavelengths, in order to better utilize the
complete solar spectrum, it is expected to further increase the
absorption range by adjusting the ratio of photo catalyst to
enzyme catalyst, even to the near infrared.

(iv) Although the g-C3N4-based photo-enzyme-coupled cata-
lytic system can achieve good charge separation and migration
when in close contact, the main challenge now is to understand
the charge separation and the mechanism of the process to
further promote the development of photo enzyme coupled
catalytic system. The performance of g-C3N4 is largely inu-
enced by the material and structure design used. A reasonable
structure helps to improve the immobilization and stability of
HRP, while making more efficient use of solar energy, facili-
tating its own electron separation and transport, and acceler-
ating surface reactions. Therefore, the structure and
performance of g-C3N4 can be adjusted by varying degrees of
modication.

(v) Numerous recent studies have demonstrated that g-C3N4-
based photo-enzyme-coupled catalytic systems are versatile
candidates in photo catalysis, enzymatic catalysis, and electro-
chemistry. Although the current system has been extensively
studied in the degradation of pollutants in the environment, it
is necessary to further investigate other aspects, such as CO2

reduction and organic matter synthesis, in the future.
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